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The purpose of the guidance 

In 2017, the NIHR Clinical Research Network executive team commissioned a project to examine 

how to improve inclusion of underrepresented groups into clinical research with a particular focus 

on the role of the NIHR Clinical Research Network. During 2018 and 2019, a series of scoping 

reviews, surveys, stakeholder events were held, with a steering group drawing together the strands 

of work into a roadmap to steer development of guidance and initiatives to improve inclusion of 

under-served groups. 

This guidance summarises what an under-served group is, a roadmap suggesting intervention points 

to improve inclusion, examples of under-served groups and example barriers to inclusion. It then 

provides a suggested framework of questions to guide the deliberations of funders, researchers and 

delivery teams as they design and assess clinical research proposals, and ends with examples of good 

practice and other resources to guide teams seeking to engage with, and improve inclusion of, 

under-served groups in clinical research. 

 

What is an under-served group? 

The INLCUDE project work settled on the term ‘under-served group’ as the term preferred by 

stakeholders – most particularly by those from under-served groups. The term reflects the 

perspective that the research community needs to provide a better service for people in these 

groups – the lack of inclusion is not due to any fault of the members of these groups. The term 

‘under-served’ reminds us of this perspective in a way that alternative terms such as 

‘underrepresented’ do not. 

The work of the INCLUDE project shows that there is no single definition for an under-served group. 

Some key characteristics that are common to several under-served groups are: 

- Lower inclusion in research than one would expect from population estimates 

- High healthcare burden that is not matched by the volume of research designed for the 

group 

- Important differences in how a group responds to or engages with healthcare interventions 

compared to other groups, with research neglecting to address these factors 

The key idea here is that the definition of ‘under-served’ is highly context-specific; it will depend on 

the population, the condition under study, the question being asked by research teams, and the 

intervention being tested. No single, simple definition can encompass all under-served groups.  
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Why is it important to include under-served groups in clinical research? 

There are several reasons why it is important to ensure that under-served groups are included in 

clinical research. 

 

- Failing to include a broad range of participants means that results may not be generalisable 

to a broad population 

- Different groups may respond differently to an intervention due to differences in physiology 

or disease state. Only by studying the effects of an intervention in a range of groups can we 

be sure that the balance of risk and benefit is favourable for a given group 

- If clinicians lack evidence of the effect of an intervention for a particular group, they may be 

reluctant to offer the intervention to that group – clinical opinion then takes the place of 

evidence 

- Successful delivery of intervention to target populations is complex, with logistical, 

sociocultural, psychological and biological differences all having an impact. Unless we have 

tested if an intervention can be deployed effectively to different groups, we cannot be sure 

that it will work in practice. 

 

Finally, the principle of ‘no decision about me, without me’ provides the moral justification for 

ensuring that under-served groups are included in research. The evidence base necessary for 

decision making by clinicians and patients must be one generated by the participation of a broad 

range of groups in the research underpinning that evidence base. 
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The INCLUDE roadmap 

 

Processes are embedded in the context of ethics and regulatory requirements and evolving digital technology developments 

Boxes represent key points for considering inclusion of under-served groups over the lifecourse of the study 

 

The INCLUDE project roadmap gives a strategic level overview of potential points for intervention to 

improve inclusion of under-served groups across the lifecourse of research. Some points are 

addressable at the level of individual communities or projects; others require action at national or 

supra-national level to provide appropriate regulatory, funding, governance and support 

environments. 
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Examples of under-served groups 

A key finding from our work is that the definition of under-served is often very context and study 

specific. An under-served group for one disease or type of study may be the opposite to that of 

another. The following are presented as examples which were derived from surveys, stakeholder 

group discussion and the literature review used in the INCLUDE project. The list should not be 

viewed as exhaustive, but serves to provide examples of group that may be under-served either in 

specific contexts or more generally across the research landscape. 

Groups by Demographic Factors (Age, Sex, Ethnicity, Education) 

Age extremes (e.g. under 18 and over 75) 

Women of childbearing age 

Black, Asian and Ethnic Minorities (BAME) 

Male/female sex (depending on trial context) 

LGBTQ/ sexual orientation 

Educational disadvantage 

Groups by Social and Economic Factors 

People in full time employment 

Socio-economically disadvantaged/ unemployed/ low income 

Military veterans 

People in alternative residential circumstances (e.g. migrants, asylum 
seekers, care homes, prison populations, traveller communities, the 
homeless and those of no fixed abode) 

People living in remote areas 

Religious minorities 

Carers 

Language barriers 

Digital exclusion/disadvantage  

People who do not attend regular medical appointments 

People in multiple excluded categories 

Socially marginalised people 

Stigmatised populations 

Looked after children 

Groups by Health Status 

Mental health conditions 

People who lack capacity to consent for themselves 

Cognitive impairment 

Learning disability  

People with addictions 

Pregnant women 

People with multiple health conditions 

Physical disabilities  

Visually/ hearing impaired 

Too severely ill 

Smokers 

Obesity  

Groups by Disease Specific Factors 

Rare diseases and genetic disease sub-types 

People in cancer trials with brain metastases 
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Example barriers to inclusion of under-served groups 

The following are examples derived from surveys, stakeholder group discussion and the literature 

review used in the INCLUDE project. Again, this list is not exhaustive, but serves to give a general 

idea of the categories of barriers encountered. 

Individual projects, communities and disease areas will have specific barriers which it is important to 

identify in tailoring solutions for inclusion of under-served groups in a context-specific way. 

 

Barrier  

Barriers relating to physical disability  

Difficulties in consenting for another person 

Feeling unqualified to take part (e.g. due to lack of education) 

Lack of available trials / poor trial promotion  

Lack of effective incentives for participation 

Lack of interest in research 

Lack of trust in trials 

Negative attitudes to the concept of research 

Negative financial impact 

Potential participants refusing to accept their health condition  

Poor consent procedures  

Requirement for additional carer time to aid participant 

Participant risk perception  

Specific cultural barriers 

Specific health fears (e.g. hospitals, needles) 

Treatment centres not set up for research  

Trials asking too much for participation  

Unwilling to receive placebo 
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Questions to guide research teams in designing inclusive research 

1. What are the characteristics/demographics of the population which your research looks 

to serve? 

2. How will your inclusion/exclusion criteria enable your trial population to match the 

population that you aim to serve? 

3. Justify any difference between your projected trial population and the population you 

aim to serve 

4. How will your recruitment and retention methods engage with under-served groups? 

5. What evidence have you that your intervention is feasible and accessible to a broad 

range of patients in the populations that your research seeks to serve? 

6. Are your outcomes validated and relevant to a broad range of patients in the 

populations that your research seeks to serve? 

 

 

 

Questions to guide funders and reviewers in assessing inclusiveness of research 

1. Does the study population reflect the target population who live with the 

condition/conditions? 

2. If not, are the differences potentially of importance or can be otherwise justified? 

- And if there are differences, are these addressed by prespecified and adequately 

powered subgroup analyses? 

3. Does the study measure outcomes that are of relevance to the population who live with the 

condition? 

4. Is the intervention designed and delivered in a way that is acceptable and feasible to a broad 

range of people who live with the condition/conditions? 

5. Does the study target a specific under-served group? If so, see point 3. 
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Questions to guide delivery teams in considering how to improve inclusion of under-served 

groups: 

 

1. Who are the under-served groups within our delivery area? (e.g. geographical or disease 

area that the delivery team operates in) 

2. What are the barriers to including these groups in research in our area? 

3. What actions can we take to overcome those local barriers? 

4. What tools, training and resources do we need to implement these actions successfully? 

 

The INCLUDE project proposes four overlapping workstreams, and this model provides a structure 

that may be helpful for researchers, representatives of under-served groups, funders, regulators and 

delivery teams in thinking about actions they can take to improve inclusion of under-served groups: 
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To view a selection of tools and resources to help deliver 

inclusive research, as well as examples of good practice, 

please head to the INCLUDE webpage:  

 

https://sites.google.com/nihr.ac.uk/include/home 
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